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Abstract

The Lennard-Jones Devonshire 1 (LJD) single particle theory

for liquids is extended and applied to the anharmonic solid in

a high temperature limit. The exact free energy for the crystal

is expressed as a convergent series of terms involving larger and

larger sets of contiguous particles called cell-clusters. The

motions of all the particles within cell-clusters are correlated

to each other and lead to non-trivial integrals of orders 3, 6,

9, ... 3N. For the first time the six dimensional integral has

been calculated to high accuracy using a Lennard-Jones (6-12) pair

interaction between nearest neighbours only for the f.c.c. lattice.

The thermodynamic properties predicted by this model agree well with

experimental results for solid Xenon.
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Introduction

Many methods have been employed in the past to describe

the thermodynamic properties of rare gas crystals with limited

success. The main methods: perturbation theory (PT), quasi

harmonic theory (QH), self consistent theory (SC), and improved

self consistent theory (rsc) agree with experiment quite well

for lower temperatures (T«TMelt ) but go astray for higher tem

peratures. Perturbation theory at higher temperatures gives

unrealistically large anharmonic contributions to the free

energy which Klein19 believes indicates the breakdown of the

theory. Quasiharmonic theory predicts vibrational amplitudes

which are too large leading to overly large volumes. This

results in poor predictions for high temperature thermodynamic

properties. On the other hand, the self consistant phonon

theory under predicts the high temperature volume 20 • Although

the improved self consistent theory gives properties closest to

the more accurate Monte Carlo method, it does over estimate the

volume and thus is not as good as one would wish. Monte Carlo

calculations give exact results but the computing time required

for good answers is very restrictive.

The theory of Lennard....Jones and Devonsh.ire1 was an advance
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over earlier work in that the molecule was assumed to move

in the potential field generated by its neighbours rather

than by a smeared or spherical potential. However, this

theory does not take into account the communal entropy

due to multiple occupancy (crystal disorder) or the cor

related motions of molecules (which is necessary if quan

tum mechanical exchange effects between molecules are to

be calcUlated). Pople 2 suggests that the communal entropy

does not become appreciable until the volume is five

times the close packed volume, so that it can be en

tirely neglected for the solid and dense liquid states.

Correlated motions of atoms simply means that the potential

experienced by an atom is determined by the instantaneous

positions of the remaining atoms rather than their mean

positions which are used in the theory of Lennard-Jones and

Devonshire.

The majority of work on cell cluster theory publish,ed to

date has been concerned with, the liquid and gas states. There

fore great interest has been directed at th,e problem of com

munal entropy. Originally there were three groups which

developed independent theories each giving identical results

but calculated differently. De Boer and co-workers 3- 7 were the

first actually to publish work on the cell-cluster theory. Ini

tially3,4 a general technique was set up whereby the exact
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partition function could be expressed simply as a product of

the single particle (LJD) partition function ZLJD and a series

involving cell-cluster terms with appropriate coefficients. The

cell-cluster terms of DeBoer are integra15.over volumes

adjacent nearest neighbour cells. By integrating each particle

over the entire cell-cluster volume one automatically includes a

contribution to the entropy due to multiple occupancy of cells

and exchanges of particles between cells. Hence, De Boer and co-

workers have succeeded in accounting for the communal entropy

and the correlation of motion of particles simply by introducing

one new factor in the LJD classical partition function. It is in

the evaluation of this cell-cluster expansion where De Boer and

others differ in technique. De Boer selects from the entire series

those terms with Q
l

(the six dimensional integral) raised to various

powers. ", Other theories approximate the expansion by taking the

first two terms exactly and replacing all higher order terms by ones

involving powers of Ql. De Boer, Cohen, Salsburg, and co-workers S- 12

having defined their technique, then went on to apply their theory

to one, two, and three dimensional systems of hard spheres and

particles interacting with harmonic forces. They found that the

expansion seems to converge* and also that the convergence is better

in three-dimensions than in one or two-dimensions 12

In 1955, Barker14 - 17 also started to formulate his own cell-

cluster theory. It differed from De Boer's in two ways. The

* Matthew13 showed that for the linear chain the free energy is a
convergent series of cluster integrals.
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communal or disorder term was not intrisincally included in

the cell-cluster integrations and thus has to be included as

an extra term in the partition function. Also Barker took

the first few terms in the cell-cluster expansion exactly

and approximated the remaining terms as compared to De Boer's

method of approximating the entire series. Barker found that

disorder effects could be neglected for solids and for liquids

near the triple point. He also found that for harmonic forces

the correlation contributions (up to nine-dimensional or ternary

cell-cluster integrals) to the free energy were temperature

independent. This was inevitable since the Einstein model

already gives 3R for C. The correlation correction therefore
v

tends to increase the entropy but keeps the energy the same.

For the large part this would still hold true when anharmonic

terms are included. Having made harmonic calculations of

binary and ternary terms, Barker also found that the ternary

terms are "comparatively unimportant"16 as compared to the

binary ones. Hence he suggests that the inclusion of binary

terms in the cell-cluster theory "should give a satisfactory

description of the liquid and solid states".

Taylor, the th.ird original worker in the field of cell-

cluster theory only presented his technique 18 never following

this up with applications. His method of summing the correlation

~eries is similar to that used by Barker. In performing th.e
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integrations he uses spherically averaged potential functions

in order to reduce the order of integrations. In 1957, Barker16

found that smeared potentials led to quite unsatisfactory con

vergence of the series.

In the past there has been a lack of completed calculations

on close packed three dimensional anharmonic solids. Presumably

this is due to the immense <;omputational.~di~fiaJlltieswhich are

involved. Assuming that these difficulties can be over-come,

cell-cluster theory does offer an exact classical description

provided that the series is summed to completion and thus would

be a viable alternative to the expensive Monte Carlo method. It

is to that end that this thesis has been written.



i, j, and k

I The Partition Function

Consider a three dimensional crystal lattice of N

atoms each with mass m. The mean position of atom 1 is

given by the vector RI in a cartesian frame of reference.

The instantaneous displacement of atom 1 from its mean

position, RI , is ~I = uxi + Uyj + Uzk · Here

are the cartesian unit vectors corresponding to the x, y,

and z directions respectively.

6.

z
Q

~

R.
1

j

x

Figure 1.1
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Mand N are the mean positions and P

and Q are the instantaneous positions

of atoms i and j respectively. Here

+ + + +
R.. means R. - R. and similarly u ..
lJ 1 J lJ

+ +
means u. - u

1 j
+
r ij is the vector

separation of the two atoms.

If we assume two body interactions of the central force

type then the potential, ¢, due to the interaction between

atoms i and j is only a function of the distance between

the two atoms. Now summing all pair interactions over the

crystal, we can write the total potential energy, ~, of the

crystal as;

1
~ =

2
1: t

i ,j

+ +
R. + u.

J 1
- ~.I)

J
1.1

Here i and j are both to be varied from 1 until N with the prime

signifying that i # j. Equation 1.1 can be decomposed as follows:

i ,j

1
~ =

2

1
+

2
1: f

i,j

1:' . {¢(I~ .. +~. I) - ¢(f~ .. f)}
lJ 1 lJ

{¢(I~•. + ~ .. I) + ¢(IR.. I) - ¢(IR.• + ti.f)
lJ lJ lJ lJ 1
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A quick examination verifies that equations 1.1 and 1.2 are

equivalent. We can now write the total potential energy as a

sum of three terms:

q> = N¢ + l:¢ (~.) +1.. l: t·
o 1. 1 1 2 i ,j

where,

¢ (~., ~.)
2 1 J

1.3

¢o
1

l: ' ¢( 1R•• 1 ) 1.4= ...-

2
j 1J

¢ = l: t
{¢ ( lIt.. ~.I ) ¢ ( IR.. 1 )}1 + ... 1.5

j ~J 1 1J

¢ = ¢(/;.. I) + ¢(IR.. I) ... ¢(fR.. + ~.,) ... ¢CJR..... ~,.t')
2 1J 1J 1J 1 lJ;r

1.6

Note that in the first term on the right hand side of

equation 1.3, the summation over i has already been carried

out. This term is the potential energy of the crystal when

all atoms are at their mean positions. TILe' ne:xt tWQ teJ?HJ.s-:

are corrections to N~0,due to instantaneous' displacements

from the equilibrium positions of one. and two atoms. :respe.ctiyely.

In the Lennard-Jones and Devonshire single particle theory, only

the one particle term is used in ~. Hence correlations oetween

atoms are neglected.

The classical partition function is;
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-3N J J 1 N + +
Z = ~! . 000 exp {-S [2m L Ij°Ps + 'P]} dPXldPYl

i=l

where liN! arises due to the indistinguishability of the atoms.

By arranging the N atoms over the N cells the integral in

Equation 1.7 becomes a sum of integrals with one, two, three,

etc. atoms per cell. For solids, we can neglect multiple

occupancy terms so that we are left only with those integrals

with one atom per cell. Since there are N! ways of placing N

atoms in N cells, the N! in Equation 1.7 is cancelled out and

the integral reduces to the integral of N atoms over N cell

volumes.

The integrations are to be performed over the 3N momentum co-

ordinates and over the volumes of the N Wigner-Seitz cells.

The 3N momentum integrals are all independent and Gaussian in

form so that the integrals over these coordinates can be carried

out immediately. Using equation 1.3 to expand ~, we are left

with;

cell 1 cell N...
+ + )(u.,u4 ] }d.T

1/;' J 1

1.8
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where,

1.9

We will now introduce the factors F.. , where;
lJ

-+ -+
F .. = exp {-(3¢ (u., u.)} - 1
lJ 2 1 J

1.10

Hence,

i>j

N
-+ -+ ITE ,. ¢ (u . ,u. )} = (1 + F. . )

2 1 J lJi ,j
exp { - 1. (3

2

= (1 + F )( + F )
21 31

••• (1 + FN , N~l)

= 1 + 1 E'
2

i ,j
F +.!. ,,'· · 4 LJlJ

i,j

E'
k,l

+ •..

Ci ,j) 1= (k,l}

Now 1.8 becomes:



<F > = G-
2 IJ{

ij

cells i,j

exp{-B[¢ C~.) + ¢ C~.)J}F .. dT.dL.
1 1 1 J lJ 1 J

11.

1.14

<FijFkl> = G-
4

IIII exp{-S[~l(~i) + ~l (~j) + ~l (~) + ¢l (~l)]}
cells i,j,k,l

1.15

It is interesting to note that if there are no correlations

at all (which means that all terms <Fij ••. Fkl> are zero) then

equation 1.12 reduces to the familiar LJD partition function.

LJD
Z =

-3N N
1\ exp{-SN¢}G

o
1.16
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LJD
For convenience Z can now be expressed in terms of Z :

where,

1.17

i,j
Zcor

1
= {I + 

2
I: t, <F >

ij
+ •.• } 1.18

The independent particle partition function, ZLJD, which

involves a three-dimensional integral has been evaluated to

great accuracy in the past. However, as far as we have been

able to determine, the correlation term, Z ,has not yet beencor

solved in the anharmonic three-dimensional case. This is primarily

due to two reasons:

a)

b)

Z is a sum of "cluster integrals"* each with non-
cor

trivial combinatorial factors. This makes the exact

su.mrning of Z an impossible task, at least in thecor

anharmonic case.

Z also involves integrals of degree six and highercor

thus leading to complicated computer programs which

require much computer time if reaso.nable accuracy is

to be obtained.

* The meaning of cluster integrals will be clarified in the
next section.



In sections 2 and 3, these problems are studied in

greater detail enabling us to solve them and find Z to
cor

acceptable accuracy. The resulting thermodynamic properties

for the C.C. lattice structure are then presented in

section 4.



2 The Cluster Summation

Up until now virtually all of the work done on cell

cluster theory has used 6 - 12 potentials with nearest

neighbour interactions only.

-+
~ (r) = 2.1

The well depth, £, and the zero point nearest neighbour

distance, r , for various rare gas crystals are given in
o

Horton's review article24 •

Although the 6-12 potential is a good model for the rare

gas crystals24 , other potential functions can also be used.

The theory developed in this thesis is limited to nearest

neighbour interactions but is in no way limited to the 6 - 12

potential. The addition of more distant neighbour effects

further complicates the theoretical and computational problems

without significantly improving the model. In fact, Gug-

genheim and McGlashan found that all neighbour models exag-

gerate the effect of non-nearest neighbours 23 •

Before we deal with the summing techniques for Z ,it
cor

is imperative that we have a good understanding of how cell

clusters arise.
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(a) Cell Clusters

Consider the cluster integral <F .. > • For a given atom
lJ

i there are two possibilities for atom j. It either is or is

not a nearest neighbour of i. If it is not a nearest neighbour

of i, then the interaction ~ between the two atoms is zero

because our model is a nearest neighbour only model. From

equation 1.6 we see that ~ must also be zero which means that
2

F.. and <F .. > are also zero. Hence for the cluster integrals,
lJ lJ

<F .. Fkl ... F >, to be non zero, all atom pairs (i,j), (k,l), .••
lJ mn

(m,n) must be nearest neighbours of each other. In these

cluster integrals <Fij .•. Fkl> the, correlated motions of atoms

i and j can be indicated pictorially by a solid bar between the

lattice sites "

neighbours.

" of the atoms i a.nd j which are nearest

i ......._. j

Fi.gure 2.1

This is the pictorial representation of <F .. >
lJ

where atoms i and j are nearest neighbours of

each other.
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The final value of <F .. > cannot depend upon the orientation
lJ

or position of the "ij bar" in the crystal. It can only depend

on the form of the Wigner-Seitz cell, the distance between

nearest neighbour lattice sites, the number and position of

nearest neighbours, and on the temperature. Hence all cell

clusters over the entire lattice, which are identical in form,

give the same expectation values. This means that all <F ..>'s
lJ

are equivalent so it only remains for us to determine how many

of these single ij bars are possible over the crystal lattice.

Assume the lattice in question has a coordination number z (z is

the number of nearest neighbours). If atom i is chosen in N

ways then atom j can be chosen in z ways. We could have chosen

atom j first so we have overcounted by a factor of two. Hence

the combinational factor for • • . Nz
lS2 • It should

be noted that for very large N(~1023) edge effects can be

neglected.

The next term along in our expansion of Z consists of
cor.

all two bar possibilities. The two bars either have or do not

have one atom in common.

1

i----..
j

1

i

k -.--...-

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2



Figures (a) and (b) respectively represent

cluster integrals of the type <F
ij

F
kl

> with

no atoms and with one atom in common between

bars.

For a given lattice (two or three dimensional), atom

~ in Figure 2.2 (b) can be chosen from(z-l) neighbours of

17.

atom j. Since the value of <F ..F.
l

> depends on the relative
lJ J

orientation between bars i, j and j, 1, there will be in

general more than one distinct cluster of the type in Figure

2.2 (b). For each cluster integral, the combinatorial fac-

tors must again be derived. These combinatorial factors

rapidly grow more complicated as higher order clusters are

considered. To illustrate these points further, we will go

on to' study the triangular two dimensional lattice.

(b) The Triangular Lattice

Wigner
Seitz Cell

i 4IIIo----'"'d---.- j k

Figure 2.3



Table 2.1

(Cont'd)

Possible cell clusters for the triangular two

dimensional lattice up to 2 = 3 are indicated. A

neighbour distance of r = r is used. Appendix I
o

illustrates how the cluster integrals are calculated.

Values for most of the integrals were calculated by

Salsburg9 •



To simplify matters somewhat, we will in future identify

each distinct cluster integral with a label Q t- Here, i,
J!., ,

gives the total number of pair correlations (bars) in the cell

cluster and t identifies the configuration.

We will illustrate the techniques used in compiling the

multiplicities of Table 2.1 by considering two examples.

1 2

1 2 3
3 4

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4

For the triangular two-dimensional

lattice (a) and (b) are clusters

Q2 2 and Q2 1 respectively., ,

Q2 2: 1) Chose atom 1 in N ways.,
2) Chose atom 2 in z ways.

3) Atom 2 could have been chosen first so

divide Nz by two.



Cluster Code g.Q"t <Fij···Fkl>

Q 3N I .6066o174E (-1)
1 , 1

Q ~! 3N [3N -11] .36796567E (-2)
2'1

Q 3N 1.2573077E (-2)
2,2

Q 12N .5883381E (-2)
2,3

Q }! 3N[3N-ll][3N-22] + 23N I .22320862E (-3)
3,1

Q 3N [3N - 16] .76268504E (-3)
3,2

Q 6N [3N - 16] .35688692E (-3)
3 ,3

Q bN I3N ... 15J .35688692E (-3)
3,4

Q 3N 2.7536259E (-3)
3,5

Q 24N I 1.25252629E (-3)
3,6

Q 18N .57805329E (-3)
3,7

Q 24N .57805229E (-3)
3,8

Q 2N -7.o6106800E (-31
3,9

(\..)

0

Q 12N 1.76053839E (-3) ..
3 ,10

Q '
I 18N .36934300E C~31

3 ~t 11

Table 2.1
'< '-. ".,
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4) For a given "bar 1,2" atom 3 can only be

picked in one way.

Nz .
Multiply ~by one to get a combinatorial

Nz
factor of ~ for Q2 2·,

Q2 1: 1) Chose "bar 1,2" in
Nz2 ways.,

2) 6 7 8 9
•

5 • 10

13 12 11
Figure 2.5

Since bars 1,2 and 3,4 are not connected bar 3,4

can be chosen from all of the remaining bars in

the lattice except for the ones shown in Figure

1.2. Since there are eleven of these, "bar 3,4"

can be chosen in C:Z
- 11) ways. The combinatorial

factor is then the product divided by 2 because

bar 3,4 could have been chosen first. We there

fore have! Nz (Nz - 11)
2! 2 2 ·

The other combinatorial factors can be calculated in the same

manner. The product in eq~ation 1.11 leads, in general, to a total

( 1 Nz (Nz ) (Nz )of C NZ/2,r) = r! ~ ~ - 1 .•. ~ - r + 1 clusters containing

r bars. This can be used as a check against the calculated com-

binatorial factors.

A detailed explanation of how the cluster integrals of Table

2.1 are evaluated is given in Appendix I.
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Nz
Consider for a moment the expression (1 + <Fij > n~ . If

we expand this in a Taylor's series, we get;

But;

2.2

Z
cor

1 N N
[

. <F · .F
kl

>
= 1 + - z + L Nz (2.. _ 1 \ lJ

l! 2 <F. · > 2! 2 2 i .
lJ type terms

+ .••

2.3

This means that if <F... Fkl> = <F ..>2 etc. is true, then
Nz lJ lJ

Z = (1 + <F ..»2 Although this is not exactly thecor lJ

case, it does seem to indicate that Z can be written incor

the form:

Nz/2
ZCor = {l + 81 + 82 + 8

3
+ ••• } 2.4
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We will refer to the expression in curly brackets as

~. By raising ~ to a power linear in N we are ensuring

that the correct N dependence arises for the thermodynamic

limit. To satisfy this condition further we must also note

that the S terms must be independent of N. We find in Ap
n

pendix III that this is indeed the case. Using equation 2.4

rather than an equation such as 2.3 should simplify things for

us immensely. Since ~ is independent of N we expect it to

converge more quickly than the expre~sion for ~ given in equation

2.3. If we were to evaluate only terms involving up to ninth

order integrals say, then the higher order terms of equation

2.3 would be partly included by the expansion of lower order

terms in equation 2.4 .

Hoover 25 and Huckaby 26 using different methods have found

that N2Z In[~h ] = .27326N. Hence for the triangular lattice:arm

L = 1.0954harm

Various methods of approximating Lh using cell cluster theoryarm

have been used in the past. We now quickly review these:

Lennard-Jones and Devonshire - In LJD theory, the free energy due

to correlations is zero. The sum L
h

must then be identicallyarm
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equal to one.

De Boer and Co-workers - De Boer retained only those diagrams

consisting of a number of disconnected single bars, and used

statistical arguments to approximate the remaining terms in

the series. The expression for Z which he arrived at is
cor

given by;

where;

Z =cor

(1 - i~Z/2JN
II Zx)

2.6

Table 2.1 gives <Q1 1> and we know z to be six for the triangular,
lattice. Therefore;

De Boer -2/z
= (1 - X)(l - Zx) = 1.04822 2.8

harm
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Barker and Taylor - These workers assumed that <F ..Fkl> =
lJ

<F .. >2 etc. as mentioned earlier. Eh then reduces exactly
lJ arm

to

= (1 + <Ql 1» = 1.06066,

8alsburg and Co-workers - In the expression for Z ,8alsburgcor

excludes multiple cluster integrals of the type Q2 l',
Q3,2 etc. and all clusters with uncorrelated nearest neighbours.

His summing of Z is still exact but the convergence of
cor

various order approximations to Z changes. The results arecor

given in Table 2.2.

N
Evaluation of L harm - We perform the expansion of 11 (1 + F .. )

.>. lJ
1 J

exactly so that all of the integrals innumerated in Table 2.1

arise. The calculation of 8
1

, 8
2

, and 8
3

is carried out in Ap-

pendix III.
p 1 2 3 4

8a1sburg

harm
1.06066 1.07380 . 1.07739 1.08000

p

1.06066 1.07837 1.07994 ....,-------
harm

Table 2.2
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The order, p, defines L
h

to be
arm

2: asharm,

calculated using Salsburg's theory

and ours is tabulated above.

1.10

Barker and Taylor

De Boer

LJD

Order of Approximation43

Sa1sburg

21o

o~-------------------

Graph 2.1

Approximations to Lh for the various
arm

techniques are illustrated above.
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Reference to Graph 2.1 shows that our method and that

at Salsburg give results in best agreement with the actual

value of 1.0954. This is probably due to the fact that

both methods try to sum the cell-cluster series exactly.

The difference between the two methods is in the convergence

of the summing technique. The convergence of our third order

approximation is approximately that of Salsburg's fourth

order approximation.

Suppose that only anharmonic integrals with t equal to

one and two* at most, can be calculated accurately (this is

most certainly the case with present computing facilities).

The remaining possible integrals in the sum ~Exact can at

least be included in a harmonic sense if ~h is known as aarm

function of lattice spacing**.

the normal modes of the lattice:

~ can be calculated from
harm

LExact
= 1 + sExact + SExact

1 2 + .... 2.10

and,

_ 1 + SExact + Sharm + Sharm
~ 1 2 3 + ..• 2.11

~ _ {i: _ Sharm} + SExact
Exact ~ harm 1 1 2.12

* In two and three dimensions Qt,t is a six degree integral for t
equal to two and one respectively.

** ~h~rm is alwa~s ~ndependent of temperature. Refer to Appendix J.



Equation 2.11 is clearly superior to

28.

L = 1 + SEx
l

act which
Exact

completely neglects all remaining terms. If the neglected an-

harmonic contributions are relatively small, as one might expect

for t ~ 2, then equations 2.12 will be a very accurate expres-

sian for the exact result, Equations 1.17, 2.4, and 2.12 can now

be combined to give:

z = Z LJD· {E
harm 2.13

which will be used in our anharmonic calculations for the f.c.c.

lattice.
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3. The F.e.c. Lattice

(a) The Harmonic Model

A three-dimensional lattice of N coupled harmonic

oscillators has a total energy of:

E
n , n ,

1 2
n ,l!I"

3

3N
L:

m=l
3.1

where the 3N normal modes (m = 1, 2, ... 3N) have frequencies

W
m

Considering all possible states nl , n
2

, .... n jN

us to write the free energy, FH as:

FH = - kTln(Z)

3N sn -Sh W

= N¢ + kT L: {- W + In(l - e m) } 3.2
0

m=l 2 m

-SbwmIn the high temperature limit e can be expanded giving:

F -
H f\J

N¢ + kT
o

3N
L:

m=l
In [S"hw ]

m
3.3

We now define the "geometric mean frequency", w , as:
g

1 3N
w = exp {3N L:

g m=l
In(w )}

m
3.4
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and also note that for our f.c.c. model equation 1.4 gives

~ = 6~(r). Hence:
o

= 6N¢ (r) + 3l\fKTln [Sbw ]
g

3.5

The 3N equations of motion of the atoms can be uncoupled

so that the vibrational frequencies, w (m - 1 •.. 3N), can be
m

found. The geometric mean frequency, which is a function only

of the lattice spacing can therefore be calculated for large N

at various lattice spacings (see Appendix IV). It turns out

that w can then be written, with good accuracy, as:
g

w = {a + a y + a y2 + a y3} (~Il)~
g 1 2 3 '+ m

where:

3.6

3.7

and where the constants aI' a2 , a
3

, and a4 can be determined by

evaluating ill using equation 3.4 at four well chosen nearest
g

neighbour distances, r*. Now the harmonic free energy in the

high temperature limit is essentially a known function of tem-

perature and neighbour distance. From section 2, the cell cluster

expression for Fh is:arm

F
harm

LJD
= -kTln [Z

harm
3.8

* From Appendix IV, we ~ave a1 =1.84221, a2 = 2.38253,
a 3 =-2.35761, and a4 - 3.46'(62.
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If we make use of the fact that equations 3.5 and 3.8 are

equivalent, we can solve for ~h :arm

L: =harm II

1

( 2 3)-~G a + a y + a y + a y
harm 1 2 3 4

3.9

Using Appendix II to find a harmonic expression for ¢ (~)
1

we get for Gh :arm

Gharm = f
cell

3.10

where:

By extending the limits of integration over all space 3.10

3.11

reduces to a standard solvable integral giving equation 3.12.

The error introduced by this approximation can be estimated

using the error function. From erf(x) tables we find that

the error introduced by integrating over all space is never

worse than five parts in 109 for the entire range of temp-

eratures and lattice spacings under constderation.

G = (7f!SA)harm

3/2
3.12
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Now combining equations 3.9 and 3.12 we get;

L =harm

R = r
r

o

(a + a y + a y2 + a y3)
123 4

L
harm

3.13

1.000
1.0125
1.0250
1.0375
1.050

, 1.04195
1.03990
1.03753
1.03480
1.03165

Table 3.1

The value of ~h at R = 1.0 agrees well with Huckaby's, arm

accurate result 26 of 1.04201. Huckaby's result at r = 1.0 also

gives w = 1.8420 (~!!/m)~ which compares well with our result
g

k
of a ( cp II1m) 2 •

1

Sharm
was found in Appendix V to be the harmonic integral

1

arising from the cluster Ql'l ' ..- ...... , as was the case for

the triangular lattice. From Appendix II we find:

harm
S

1

where:

= ~2 II
harm cells

-+ -+ . -+ -+
-Bcp (u ) -B¢ (u) -Bcp (u ,u )
ell e 2 2 (e 2 1 2 ~l)d~ dT

1 2

3.14

3
= 2 (cpJ:I + 2¢I.Ir 1 .L

a=l ai
3.15 Ca)



ep (li., ti.)
2 1 J
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= -- l2 (epIT + ¢I/r)(U . u . + U . U .)
Xl XJ yl YJ

... (epI/r)U . u . -- l2 (epIT -- epI/r)(U .U . + U . U .)
Zl ZJ Xl YJ XJ yl

Sh1armBy extending the limits of integration to infinity, becomes:

harm
S

1

where:

--~
) ] l} 3.16

b = _ ~ (cj>I1 + cj>I/r ) / (epT! + 2epI/r ) 3.16(a)
0

b = - t (cj>I/r ) / (epI! + 2epT/r ) 3 .17(b)
1

b = -t (cj> II - cj> I /r) / (epIt + 3.17(c)
2

b = 1 __ b 2 / (1 ... b 2 ) 3.17(d)
3 2 0

b = 1 + b 2 / ('1, ... b 2 ) 3.17(e)
4 2 0

Gharm is given in equation 3.12.

harm II,We now have expressions for Eh and S as functlons of near
arm 1

neighbour distance rand aDs-'olute temper~tuJ?e T, It now' ,pernai'ns'



for us to find ZLJD and S
1

(b) Th-e Anharmonic Model

Recall that:

34.

-3N
i\

Nexp{-SN¢ } G
o

3.18

where:

3.19

G = J
cell

exp{-S¢ C~. )}dT.'
III

3.20

\tJhen dealing with anharmonic three-dimensional integrals such

as G, the conventional method used is to generate denser and

denser uniform meshes over the cell until the summation ap-

proximation to G has reach,ed the re<luired convergence. G is

approximated by:

+n
m

G is dV
n ,n ,n =-n
123 m

-+
exp{-S¢ (U.(u ,

1 1 X
u ,

y
u , r))} 3.21
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where;

~ I
tT. = - <n

1 ~ 1
3.22

Here dV is the volume of a unit cell within the gen~rated

mesh and n refers to the maximum positive value of n From
m

section 1, we recall that:

~ (~.) =
1 1

12
~ {~(I~.. +~. I) - ~(I~ .. I)}

£=1 lJ 1 lJ
3.23

If atom i is positioned at (0,0,0) then its 12 nearest neighbours

are at (±l, ±l, O)r/l8, (±l, 0, ±1)r/12 and (0, ±l, ±1)r/12 .

y z Z

6 6 • S 10 • 9

x yx i

7 e , 8 .,
3 4 12

Graph 3.1

Th_e' nea~e.$t neighbours of atom i.
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These positions will be written as:

3.24

The deviation of atom i from its mean position (0, 0, 0) is:

r n n
2

n
-+ -l .2.u. = - < > 3.25

l 12 n n n
M' ~1. M

finally giving:

~ (IR.. + ti. I) = E{
lJ 1

-6
= e:{(RNSQ)

also:

-3
2 (RNSQ) }

"

3.26

-3
] }

-12
~ ( IR.. 1) = E: {R

lJ

-6
2R } 3.27

where R = ~ and where RNSQ is the expression in square brackets.
r o

G can now be approximated by generating a mesh, over th.e

Wigner Seitz Cell and summing:



Gmesh

r 3

= 2v'2n 3
M

12 -6
-1 {-TQ . l: .RNSQ

e R,=1

-3
-2RNSQ

-6
+ 2R

37.

-12
-R }

n ,n ,n =
123

T = KT is the re'duced temperature.
Q £:

3.28

Having generated various mesh densities, we found that using

n = 30 resulted in a convergence of G h to at least 9 digitsM mes

for TQ's and R's of interest.

1.0 1.0125 1.025 1.0375 1.05

o
.1

.2

.3

.4

•5

0 0 0 0 0

9.83185290 13.9574815 19.9591158 28.7984919 42.0099853

26.9035492 37.8591853 53.5269098 76.09934 108.886925

47.9218864 66.9288676 93.7351869 131.694390 185.671402

71.6693884 99.4329832 138.132856 192.166547 267.718746

97.4494817 134.402508 185.394199 255.749546 352.771863

Table 3.2

-5
This is a table of G h. in units of 10 r 3

mes 0

for ~ = 30 with R = r/ro and TQ = KT/e

The volume used was approximately one ninth

that of the Wigner Seitz cell (i.e. t = 1/3).

Refer to equation 3.32.

Using equation 3.28 with n
M

= 30 as the expression for G

e t e 3 18 ZLJD b k e eln equa lon ., ecomes a nown expreSSlon ln rand T:



-3N -(3¢
, A e 0

n n n
123

e

3.29

Exact
We need now only find an expression for S in equation

1

2.13 in order to know the anharmonic partition function of the

f.c.c. lattice. This cannot be achieved by generating a dense

6-d mesh because the computer time required would be far too

great. Instead we will attempt to achieve reasonable accuracy

by generating low-density meshes.

The first step of course is to attain very accurate harmonic

results using low-density meshes. Write Gas:

G = 11 3

n
m

e 3.30

-2

)r
o

where,

and:

n n n =-n
123 M

-1 -14 -8

24TQ LIIR -5R 3.31

3.32

The parametert, which varies from 0 to 1, indicates th.e volume



over which the mesh is to be generated. If t = 1, then the

entire Wigner Seitz cell is used. If t =.5, then the mesh

is only generated to half the linear distance of ~ , etc.

t t

(a)

Graph 3.2

The shaded areas of this 2-d illustration

show the areas of integration corresponding

to (a)t=l and (b)t=i5.

From the previous work with dense meshes it was found that

for low temperatures virtually all contribution to the integral

came from the region with t ~ .5. Knowing also the exact result

for G
H

to be (rr/D)3/2 , we went ahead and calculated
arm

G IG = G IG for various values of t and n withHarmMesh Harm MH Harm M

R = 1.0 and T
Q

= .05



Table 3.3

Table of GMH/GHarm at R=l.OO and TQ=.05

Notice that for t/nM=constant (.1 and .5/6) the ratio

GMH/GHarm stays constant. t/nM=constant simply states that

the volume mesh density stays constant. Hence the mesh generated

by t/nM=.4/4 is identical to that generated by t/nM=.3/3 except

that additional vectors from outside the t=.3 volume are in-

eluded in the Slim. Since the ratio stays 3.49, we then know

that the volume corresponding to t=.3 contains virtually all

of the mesh contribution. In fact, using t!nM of .2/2 and .1/1

still gives 3.49. Hence for R=l.O and T
Q
=.05, a t/~ of .1/1

is sufficient to obtain a converged value for GMH (to "12 digits)

at that mesh density. Table 3.4 shows the volumes at which

GMH/GHarm has converged for various mesh densities (t/~).



.04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09 .1

1 .965 1.02 1.139 1.4122 1.884830 2.57406668 3.485121418

2 1.001 1.02514 1.13919524 1.41228406561 1.88483025649 2.57406668922 "

3 1.001141 1.02514609141 1.13919524191 " " " "
" " " "4 1.00114171327 " "

5 " " " " " " "

Table 3.4

GMH/GHarm as varying with nM for

constant density at R = 1.0 and

T
Q

= .05
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From the results so far, it is obvious that there are no

contributions from near the Wigner Sietz boundaries so that we

can reduce the shape of the integration to a sphere for

simplification. This follows from the spherical symmetry of the

potential used. t then would be an indication of the sphere's

radius.

If we wish to use an nM of 4 or 5 (Which is quite reasonable

for 6-d integrals) then we must find the optimum t associated with

those nM's. topt(nM) is simply the value of t for a given n
M

which results in G matching G very accurately. Hence by
MH Harm

varying tfor different n.. .. ' s, we were able to find t t (n ,R ,T
Q

)
IVl op M

which matched GMH to G to at least 11 digits. This was
Harm

accomplished with the use of a Wang 700C programmable calculator

1

2

3

4

5

.05637532497

.08975505638

.1116433217

.131195282

.147286195

Table 3.5

This is a table of the values for t
opt
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at R = 1.0 and T
Q

= .05 for ~ =

1, 2, ... 5 .

If for a given n
M

we now keep LlID (from the exponential in

equation 3.30) constant we can force the sum to converge to 11

digit accuracy for any combination of Rand T
Q

• LlID is therefore

equated to LlID evaluated at a known t
opt

(n
M

, R
K

, TQK) = tK(~)'

say. t
opt

(n
M

, R, T
Q

) then becomes:

3.33

and:

vthere:

3.35

Low nM's of 1 or 2 give exact results for GR· becausearm

the poor convergence of the sum cancels the too small volume

over which the series is summed. When n
M

= 4, a change of 6.7%



atoms is small.

in t (4) results in an error of less than .5% in GH .
opt arm

Hence by nM = 4, the sum has converged and the volume at

t t (4) includes most of the contributions to GH . Inop arm

our future calculations, we will use a nM = 5 which gives an

even more accurate result.

Using nM = 5 and t opt (5), we went ahead and calculated

GE t for various values of Rand T (a table similar to
xac Q

Table 3.2 was generated). All results agreed with the very

accurate GMesh values of Table 3.2 to at least 4 digits. In

fact, 90% of the results agreed to at least 5 digits. We

now know that good results are possible using nen-dense meshes

provided that great care is taken in chosing the volume of

integration.

From previous studies, we have learned that even at h.igher

temperatures atoms stay fairly close to their mean positions.

Averaging its motion also puts it closer to its mean position.

Hence in the 6 dimensional integral, one moving atom seems to

the other moving atom, very much as if it is positioned at its

mean position. This only means that the contribution to the 6

dimensional integral due to correlation of motions between the two

If a separate toptlnM} for a 6~d integral was

calculated, we certainly would not expect more than a 5% difference

to be found in t t. This as we found earlier would change theop

sum very little.



As in the dense mesh which was used to calculate G. h'-mes

we again restricted the volume of integrations over the two

zone volumes to spherical forms. This is possible because of

the low value of t (n = 5) Symmetry further allowed us toopt M ·

reduce computing time by a factor of approximately three. If

the atomic mean positions lie on the x = y axis with z = 0, then

the sum over the z co-ordinates of the first atom, f(n ),
3

All together, this

-n
L:
M

n =n
3 M

The y component canfen )} •
3

can be replaced by {f(o) + 2
n = 1

3

also be kept smaller than the x component.

will reduce the volume over which the mesh is generated for atom

i by a factor of 4 .

The actual formula used to generate sExact is:
1

e

2

1

3.36
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where:

=

=
r

3.37

The term G was regenerated from equation 3.30 for toPt(~=5).

The results for the complete range of Rand T
Q

are given in Table 3.6.

1.0 1.0125 1.025 1.0375 1.05

0 3.2796 3.0941 2.7872 2.6260 2.3309

.1 3.3080 3.1410 2.9545 2.7484 2.5249

.2 3.3311 3.1768 3.0080 2.8258 2.6325

.3 3.3517 3.2073 3.0518 2.8862 2.7127

.4 3.3708 3.2350 3.0905 2.9384 2.7803

.5 3.3892 3.2612 3.1263 2.9857 2.8446

Table 3.6

-2S exact in units of 10 as generated with
1



nM = 5 for temperatures and atomic

spacings of interest. The zero

temperature results are of course

the temperature independent harmonic

results. Each value on this table

required the generation of 84,975

independent six dimensional vector

configurations giving a total of

265,225 configurations.

Since we can now find SExact to good accuracy, every unknown
1

in equation 2.13 for the partition function, Z , is an obtainable

quantity.

(c) Thermodynamic Properties

Now that Z is essentially a known function of temperature and

lattice spacing we can now find the thermodynamic properties of

the f.c.c. lattice from the Helmholtz Function. From standard

thermodynamic texts, we have:

F =~KTln (E)

The lattice spacing given by this model ca.n be found by solving

for R(T
Q

) in the zero pressure equation. Thus solving:

-Per) = 3.39
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for r reduces to solving:

= o 3.40

for R in units of r
a

By solving equation 3.40 over the entire

temperature range, we now essentially know the reduced lattice

spacing, R, as a function of the reduced temperature. This

enables us to determine a , the coefficient of thermal expansion:

where:

1
(J = V

p
3.41

becomes:

3.42

3
a = R

p

3.43

K
in units of £ • The isothermal compressability, KT

T 3.44
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can also be expressed in reduced units and becomes:

3.45
p

where F is in units of EN and KT is in units of r;/£. The

specific heats at constant volume and constant pressure can

also be found in this manner and are expressed in units of Nk.:

p
3.46

p p

The last thermodynamic property which we are interested in is

the GrUneisen parameter which is completely unitless and is

given by:

y = - R 3.48

Each of the thermodynamic quantities will be numbers times the

appropriate unit expressed as a combination of k, N, E and r •
o
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Thermodynamic Relation Units

NE

R = R(T
Q

) r
0

a = - 12 KT K/E3R2

~
2- R I r 3/E- -

12 a

Cv = - T
Q NK

NK

1

Table 3.7

A summary of relations (and their units)

used to obtain the th.ermodynamic properties

of the f.c.c. lattice using cluster theory.

The advantage to calculating the above relations in a

dimensionless form is that the results can be compared to

any appropriate f.c.c. crystal by simply substituting suitable

values for the parameters E: and r from the 6-12 potential.
o



4 Theoretical Results

By combining equations 2.13 and 3.18, we can write an

expression for the exact mesh generated free energy:

51.

4.1

The harmonic free energy is a known function of Rand TQ .

It is:

F = 3 T In 0J + 6 !W.. - T In(G
h

)-6T
Q
ln(L

h
)

Harm Q. E: Q arm arm

4.2

so that FE t can be written as:xac

F = F + FExact Harm anharm

where:

4.3

F = - T
Q
{ln

anharm .+ 6 In
[

(Sharm _ SExact)
- 1 1

Lharm

4.4
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harmG
h
. ,L

h
., and S are given by equations 3.12, 3.13, and

arm arm 1

3.16 respectively.

Since F
h

is an explicitly known function of Rand T
Q

,
arm

it's derivatives can be obtained by direct differentiation.

Fanharm will be relatively small as compared to Fharm and should

be more well-behaved than F t. Hence performing polynomialexac

fits on Fanharm or its parts, or using numerical differentiations

of F is more desirable than fitting the entire free energy.
anharm'

It was first felt that polynomial fits to the data of

Tables 3.2 and 3.6 would be the most straightforward way to derive

the thermodynamic properties. Various fits were performed on

( ) ( harm Exact)
G h' G hiGh and InG h· IGh and on Lh -8 +8 ,mes mes arm mes arm arm 1 1

(l_(Sharm_sExact)IL ) and In[l_(sharm_sExact)/L ] and on
1 1 harm 1 1 harm

* b* t- f th t E t - t f G d SExactvarlOUS com lna lons 0 e WOe x ra pOln s or h an
mes 1

had been generated in order that the reliability of the fits could

be tested. No polynomial fit (in Rand T
Q

) could be found that

predicted all values of Tables 3.2 and 3.6 to acceptable accuracy.

Howeveir~ it was found that if adj acent 3. x 3 blocks of data from

Tables 3.2 and 3.6 were used to form quadratic fits to the forms

above, extra points within the 3 x 3 block could be predicted with

at least seven digit accuracy. Quadratic fits of the logarithms

were found to give the best results. Of course a fit generated

within one 3 x 3 block of data did not necessarily predict aqcurate

results for points with Rand T
Q

outside that particular block.

We therefore took the closest block of 3 x 3 to calculate R(TQ)
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and the remaining properties. T
Q

was varied from .005 to .5

in steps of .005 with R being found for each temperature. The

original quadratic fits were created from the data at R = 1.00,

1.0125, and 1.025 and T = 0, .1, and .2, but were 'created from
Q

other blocks of 3 x 3 as R increased with increasing TQ. The

R versus T
Q

graph became irregular whenever a shift occurred in

data block used. This of course would destroy the accuracy of

all properties near these points.

Since we did know where these discontinuities occurred, we

could still make use of the information. By chasing values of

TQ which yielded reliable results for R, we were able to generate

a fine rectangular grid of nine points centred on the originally

predicted zero pressure point (R , T
Q

), say. From previous work,
1 1

it was found that respective differences of .001 and .01 in Rand

T
Q

resulted in a suitable mesh of points to form quadratic fits

to the logarithms (as had been done before). The free energy

around these points, (R , T
Q

), could now be found to seven digit
1 1

accuracy.

By usi,ng a free energy accurate to seven digits we were able

to find a2F and a2F
respective accuracies of four and five

dRdT
Q

ar.fIL to
Q

digits. To improve the accuracy of Cv which involves the second

temperature derivative, we only calculated the deviation from the

harmonic value of 3Nk. This deviation was approximately 10% of 3Nk

so that Cv was found to five digit accuracy. The lattice spacing

which the new mesh predicted was always in good agreement to the one
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predicted earlier using Tables 3.2 and 3.6 (they agreed to at

least five digits). The results are shown on Table 4.1 and

Graphs 4.1 through 4.5 The zero temperature results for R, Cv

and Cp are their harmonic values.

e:/k ) R (r ) a (K/e:) ~(r~/d Cv (NK) Cp(NK) y

0 1.0000 3.0000 3.0000

.125 1.0087 .2184 .01803 2.9105 3.150 3.019

.225 1.0164 .2476 .02173 2.8372 3.309 2.982

.300 1.0231 .2765 .02549 2.7806 3.462 2.953

.375 1.0307 .3150 .03067 2.7216 3.661 2.922

.450 1.0395 .3669 2.6597 3.929 2.889

.500 1.0464 .4348 .04638 2.6265 4.268 2.883

Table 4.1

This table summarizes the computational

results for the thermodynamic properties

of an f.c.c. monatomic lattice with

nearest neighbour only 6-12 interactions.

When considering these results, we should keep in mind that the

cluster theory which has been introduced thus far is a classical

model. The experimental results (of the specific heat in particular)

seem to show that quantum mechanical effects only an important part

for reduced temperatures of below .2. Therefore the temperature region

of .2 to .5 should be of most interest to us.
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Graph 4.3
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The curves of Graphs 4.1 to 4.5 were produced from the

theoretical results of Table 4.1. The solid circles (and the

triangles for C ) are experimental results for solid Xenon as
p

given by Trefny and Serin 31 • In their paper, they used results

for the thermal expansion (for temperatures higher than 90oK)

as given in a paper by Gavrilko and Manzhelii 32 (1965). In a

later paper Manzhelii, Gavrilko, and Kuchnev33 presented new

values for the thermal expansion obtained from a purer (99.92%

pure) solid Xenon sample. The older results were used by Trefny

and Serin to calculate values for C and the GrUneisen parameter.
v

The hollow circles on the C , GrUneisen parameter, and a plot
v

were plotted using the new results for the thermal expansion.

Because of the higher sample purity, the hollow circles should be

more accurate than the solid circles at given temperatures. The

difference between these values is also somewhat indicative of

the experimental accuracy that can presently be obtained when

dealing with rare gas crystals. We might also add that for higher

temperatures the uncertainty of the compressability is quoted as

nearly 20%. Since the compressability is used to calculate C and
v

the Grtlneisen parameter, uncertainties of about 8% and 28%

respectively are introduced.

The cell cluster results agree quite well with the experimental

results despite the uncertainties involved in the experimental data.

This seems to indicate that the extension of cell cluster theory to

the solid state model is justified and also seems to show that the

Mie-Lennard-Jones potential is an appropriate potential for the rare

gas crystals.
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Since the Monte Carlo and cell cluster methods are both

exact and can accommodate any type interaction, it would clearly

be desirable to compare the two for the same crystal model.

Results for the f.c.c. lattice with Lennard-Jones (6-12) inter

actions between nearest neighbours are given in Table 4.2 .

<~> is the expectation value of the potential energy, including

the static energy. The other symbols have been used earlier.



T = 120oK, r = 4.443 AO

Monte Carlo* Cell-Cluster Cell Theory

T = 160oK, r = 4.493 A
O

Monte Carlo* Cell-Cluster Cell Theory

<Q»/NKT

pv/NKT

C INkv

y

-14.83±.01

-0.014±.03

2.82±.03

2.99±.02

-14.835

.070

2.733

2.929

-14.834

.349

2.719

3.077

Table 4.2

-10.59±.01

0.358±.02

2~78±.05

2.97±.05

-10.607

0.390

2.646

2.876

-10.621

.655

2.621

3.001

* These numbers were communicated to us by Dr. M. L. Klein.

0\
N.



The cluster correction to single cell theory contributes

most significantly to the pressure, which of course leads to

improved lattice spacing calculations. The cell theory values

of all four quantities are altered in the direction of the

Monte Carlo numbers by the cluster correction. This however

does not account fully for the difference in the specific heat.

The type of model studied may be responsible for the smallness

of some of the corrections. This can be verified in the future

by applying clust'er theory to other crystal models. We hope to

be able to carry out further cell-cluster and Monte Carlo com-

parisons when more Monte Carlo results become available.

At this point, we might mention that Weissmann and Mazo 30

have carried out cell-cluster calculations for a model interacting

with a 6-12 potential and at volumes larger than those of normal

liquids. They used the cell-cluster theory as developed by DeBoer,

Cohen, and Sal~burg and were only concerned with the problem of

evaluating the 6-dimensional cluster integral by use of Monte

Carlo numerical integration. The integrals were only found to one

d,igit accuracy and the results gave poorer agreement with experiment

than single cell theory. A refinement of their technique would be

necessary in order to obtain meaningful results.



We have the and described a

method of the Helmholtz free energy of a

in the cell-cluster the

harmonic

we were able to derive cluster sums to

lattice,

of up to three

and compare our convergence with other cluster

We were able to attain the

same convergence for with a third order

as was able to attain up to fourth

order terms. This would seem to indicate that our method of

cluster terms in the summation of leads to a

which

between the

Our convergence

in convergence

for

to be

this

• ~~~~~~, we were able to derive

and

series.

f.e.e. model

over to the-harmonic f c.c•

and second order

more

for

accounted for

exact and Einstein results

to the other methods discussed

We have evaluated the first order anharmonic cluster

to a accuracy than had been done This

was carried out on a modest

for less than the estimated Monte
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calculations would have cost. For near = .5,

the inclusion of cluster corrections in the free energy led

to increases of .3%, 14%, -. in

r, , C , C ,and ~
v p

results. Since the harmonic

over the

terms were

theory

~nQepeUa,en.L, it is easy to understand why the cluster

correction in the anharmonic case had little effect upon C •
v

By the remaining u~,U~~~~~'Q, one must conclude

that cell-clusters have a real effect upon the

of the studied. It is unfortunate that

the of the correlation term was small for the

Monte Carlo as but Dr. E. R. Cowley has

more encouraging results in a of

to alkali halides.

Monte Carlo calculations are restricted to

low numbers and suffer from low accuracy

so that cluster is also an exact

a alternative. Our have been restricted

to the model but an extension to for

lower is Levelt and have

carried out accurate mechanical of the

internal and heats for and,

deuterium in the By the

for many energy were able to



find the

The

functions and hence the

of the rare gas wave functions

The correlation terms

......... ,,,IIJ..lL.._II.&1I. butinto the

to such an

introduce

is do-able.the

lends

The here can be to any

structure and to any interaction. Extension of the

to include more than nearest

order cluster is a

be time

interactions or

matter but would
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APPENDIX I

Cluster Integrals

We will evaluate the cluster integral, <Q~ t> , for Q1 1 ·, ,
We have:

<Q- > = G-2ffexP{-B[~ (~ ) + ~ (~ )]}[exp{-S~ (~ , ~ )}-I]dT dT 1.1
'l,1 I I I 2 2 I 2 I 2

Using the definition of G2 , equation I.l becomes:

<Q 1> = G-2ffexp{-S[¢ (~ ) + ¢ (~ ) + ¢ (~ ,~)]}du du du du -1
1, I I I 2 2 I 2 xl YI x2 Y2 I. 2

From equations 1I.6 and II.7 from Appendix II, we can find the

harmonic expression for

2
.4:
a~l ..

~Crl

n'b'rs
=' L'

j
I.3
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r/2

,O)r (0,0) O)r
--.-----+~~---I--=..,.." X

r/2 • ., (1, r/2

Figure I.I

The coordinates of nearest

neighbour cells to a cell

at (0,0) are shown above.

By making use of the neighbour coordinates given in

Figure I.I equation I1.3 then gives:

I
n'b'rs

I
n'b'rs

3.1: ' D2¢ = L: D2¢ = (¢II + ¢Ijr) 1.4
2

j
x 2

j Y 2

Therefore:

¢ eli.)
1 J..

1.5



For the triangular lattice equation 11.9 becomes:

69.

~ c~..~1ij )
2 l~

2
{N~l UNle uNJ· D~ + (u .U . + u .U .)D }¢
~ ~ ~ ~ Xl YJ XJ yl xy 1.6

If atom i is at the origin in Figure I. ,1 then we can put

atom j at (l,O)r for simplicity. Equation II.3 now gives:

At r=r
O

the first derivative of ¢ is zero. Hence:

¢ (~. '~j )
2 1

U .•u .<p II
Xl yl

r.8

Equation 1.2 now reduces to:

+ Bu U ] }du ••• du
xl x2 xl Y2

-1



where,

70.

I.IO(a)

I.IO(b)

If we now extend the integration in 1.9 to all of space, we can

solve for <Q > by completing the squares in T.9 in order to
1,1

reduce the integral to a standard Gaussian form. If we write

the exponent in 1.9 in matrix form, we can solve the integral

simply by evaluating "the determinant of D:

A(u2 + u 2 + u2 + u2 ) + Bu u = [u , u , u , u ]
xl YI x2 Y2 xl x2 xl YI x2 Y2

A 0 !-B U
2 xl

0 A 0 U
YI

1-B 0 A U
2 x2

0 0 0

- t -= u D u

1.11

where, -t [u , ]u = u u u
xl YI

,
x2

,
Y2
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The integral is then equivalent to 7TS/2/ldet(D) where S is

the order of the integration. G is g~ven by TI/~ so that

for <Q > we get;
1,1

<Q > =
1,1

= d -- 1 rv
18

.06066 1.12

where use has been made of equations I.lO(a) and (b). All

of the harmonic cluster integrals <Q~,t> are independent of

the exact potential form and of temperature. However the

condition ~! = 0 at r = r is used.
o

The reader will note that certain clusters such as

and seem to be missing from Table 2.1. If an

end bar is reflected through eitheJ:: of it's connected ends, then

the cluster integral turns out to be the same. Hence we need

only include one specific cluster and account for all of the

other reflected forms by increasing the combinatorial factor

by an appropriate amount. Therefore

are accounted for by the clusters

respectively.

and

and



APPENDIX II

The Harmonic Expressions For ¢l and ¢2

72.

Assume a potential function where

-+ -+ -+
r - R + u is the distance between atoms i and j.ij - ij ij

l

In order to be able to expand ¢ in a series of terms

involving powers of ux ' u
y

and u
z

+where u = <u ,u ,u >x y z

we must know the various derivatives of ¢ with respect to

Repetitive differentiations of ¢ gives:

¢ = ¢

r
~_....£. ",I
au - r '¥

a

TI.l

11.2

11.3

11.4
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r r o rBr o r r r aro
+( 0' -y- + <5 + 0 -1LL +

°SYas r 2 ~y r 2 ao
r 2 r 2

r r r r
+ °(30

....£...l + 0yo ~)
r 2 r 2

+ 0 1'0. )
au By

where,

~I = !P.ar

<pI! = gar

11.5

-+-
The r 's are the Cartesian components of r which is the

a

vector separation of two atoms.
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Recall equation 1.5:

~l = 11.6

¢. which is the term in curly brackets can be expanded in a
1

-+
Taylor's expansion about R...

lJ
Hence:

¢ . = ¢ (R .. + uxi ' R .. , + u ., R + u .) - ¢(R .. ,R .. ,R .. )
1 X1J Y1J yl zij Zl X1J Y1J ZlJ

3 1 3
= [{ ! u .D . } + { 2: u 2 . D2 +2(u . u .D + u .u .D

a=l
al al 2!

a=l
al a Xl yl xy y1. Zl yz

1 3 3 3
+ u .u.D )} + { 2: u 3 .D3 + 3 ~ u2 .D2 ( 2:Zl Xl zx 3! a=l al a a=l al a

S=l

S=I=a

1 3 3 3
+ 6u .u .u.D }~4t { 2: u 4 D4 + 4 2: 3- n3 ( L US.D,)u .Xl yl Zl xyz .

a=l ai a a=l
al a S=l 1 c

Sf:a

+ 12(u2 .u .u .D2D + u2 .u .u .D2D + u2 .u .u .D2 D ), Xl. yl Zl X yz yl Xl Zl Y XZ Zl Xl yl Z xy

-+
+ ••• J""+=R ..'t"r lJ

* For the f.c.c. lattice j is summed over atom i's twelve near
est neighbours.



where:

D
a

a
= au .

Q',1

D =as

D =
aSy

au . auQ •
Q',1 ~1

au . au . dU •
Q',1. p1 y1

Subscripts 1, 2 and 3 mean x, y, and z respectively

From equations II.2, 11.4, ... we can see that if terms in

¢. involving odd powers of u are summed over the twelve near-
1 a

est neighbours in the f.c.c. lattice, their total contribution

in ¢ = EI,¢. is zero. Using equations II. 3, II. 5, ... , and
1 • 1

J
equation Il.7, and dropping higher than second order terms,

r!.6 becomes;

¢
1

3
E

Q',=l
II.8

By following the same procedure, a similar expression for

¢2 can be obtained. In general the harmonic result is:
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3
{ a~l uai uaj D~ + (uxi Uyj + uxj Uyi)Dxy

( ) ( ) } -+--++ u. u . + u . u . D + u.u . + u . u . D ¢r - R .•
yl ZJ YJ Zl YZ Zl XJ Xl ZJ XZ lJ

11.9

Let cell i be located at the origin and let cell j be at

-+ r
R .. = ;;::;2 <1,1,0> •
Jl v£::

¢ eli., ~.)
2 1 J

The form of ¢ is then given by:
2

-21 (¢II + ¢Ijr)(u .u . + u .u .) - (¢Ijr)u .u .
. Xl XJ yl YJ Zl ZJ

- l (¢II _ ¢Ijr)(u .u . + u .u .)
2 Xl YJ XJ yl

11.10

The exact form of ¢ will depend on the relative positions of
2

cells i and j.
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APPENDIX III

s , S , and S for The Triangular Lattice
123

Considering only cell-clusters of up to third order

for the triangular lattice gives:

Z
cor

3
= 1 + L:

~=-l

t m(Q.)
L:

t=l

g <Q > + O(terms with)
jt,t ,~"t 5t~4 111.1

where t (~) is the maximum value of t for a given~. Reference
m

to Table 2.1 for the combinatorial factors enables us to write

Zcor

+ 3N l3N -16>~Q > + 6N(3N - 16 )<Q > + 6N(3N - 15 )<Q >
3,2 3,3 3,4

+ 3N<Q > + 24N<Q > + 18N<Q > + 24N<Q >
3'5 3,6 3,7 3,8

+ 2N<Q > + l2N<Q > + 8N<Q >
3,9 3,10 3,11

111.2



Making use of:
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<Q >
3,2

~= <Q >
1 ,1 I11.3(a)

<Q > = <Q > = <Q > <Q >
3,3 3,4 1,1 2,3

enables us to rewrite equation 111.2

II1.3(c)

Z
cor

3N
= (1 + <Q »

1 , 1
+ 3N{-5<Q >2 + <Q > + 4<Q >}

1'1 2,2 2,3

+ 9N2{-5<Q >3 + <Q ><Q > + 4<Q ><Q >}
1 ,1 1 ,1 2 ,2 1 ,1 2 ,3

If we assume Z to be of the form:cor
Nz

Z = (1 + S + S + S + .•• ) 2
cor 1 2 3

111.4

II1.5
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and expand this in a Taylors series, we get:

Z
cor

A rearrangement of equation 111.6 gives:

111.6

Z = (1 + S )3N + 3N{S } + 3N{S
cor 1 2 3

s S }
1 2

111.7

A comparison of equations 111.4 and 111.7 immediately

gives:

s =-5<Q >2 + <Q ~ + 4<Q >
2 1,1 2,2 2,3

I11.8(a)

III.8(b)

s = 42~ <Q >3
3 3 1,1

l5<Q ><Q >
1 ,1 2 ,2

58<Q ><Q > + <Q >
1,1 2,3 3,5

+ 8<Q > + 6<Q > +
3,6 3,7

III. 8Cc)



Now using Table 2.1, we find:

8
1

= .060660174

82 = .017708317

8 ' = .001570115
3

80.



APPENDIX IV

Geometric Mean Freguency

By using the theory of lattice dynamics, it is possible

to uncouple the motions of N atoms in a lattice. The equations

of motion reduce to*:

IV.l

Here m is a diagonal matrix, U(q) a column matrix and M(~) is

a square matrix. These equations are soluable if:

det(M -- m(2 ) = 0

The force matrix, M, for the F.e.c. lattice is:

(l--y ) (C + C )c
2 3 1

2(1--y)S S
1 2

c y + 4 + 8y
2 3

--2 (1+y ) (C +C )c
132

(l~y)S S
1 2

-2C C Y + 4 + 8y
1 3

2(1-y)S S
2 3

IV.2

2(1-y)S S
2 3

~2Cl+y) (C +C }C
1 2

-2C C y+4+8y
1 2

IV.3

* The complete theoretical arguments have been performed by many
authors including W. Cochran2~Born and Huang29 •
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where:

r
o

Sa. = sin [qa./2]

r
o

Ca. = cos [qa.~]

Iv.4

and q = <q , ~_, q > is a vector in reciprocal space. By
x 7 z

-+
considering a definite q in momentum space and a definite r,

we can solve IV.2 for the three normal mode frequencies

(one transverse plus two longitudinal). A uniform /mesh of N

such wave vectors over the Brilloui,n zone wi.l1 give us the'

3N vibrational fre~uencies of a latti.ce of N atoms. Having

generated 27, 151, and 915 such vectors* in 1/48th space, we

found that w as given by equation 3.4 was already highly con
g

verged with a mesh. of 915 distinct vectors, (this actually is

equivalent to 32,000 vectors over the enti,re Brilloui.n zone 1.

Approximately a 5% increase in the nearest neighbour

distance r, over the temperature range of absolute zero to the

melting point is experimentally found for the inert gas crystals.

The range that y is expected to fall within then is from 0 at

absolute zero to .1 at the melting point.

* Various random meshes tried led to relatively poor convergence
for w

g
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1.8

83.

o
.05

.Graph IV.1

.10

over the

The fit:

The geometric mean frequency (times
~

(~) ) variation with y as found
¢II

by generating a mesh of 915 indepen-

dent momentum vectors in 1/48th space

over the Brillouin zone.

1

W (m_)~Having generated numerous values of
1 g ¢II

W (m_)~range of y , we then fit and its inverse to
g ¢II

quadratic and cubic expressions in y •

epI! ~
w = {a + a y + a y2 + a y3}()2

g 123 4 m

where:

IV.5
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a = 1.84221
1

a = 2.38253
2

a = - 2.35761
3

a = 3.46762 Iv.6
4

was found to predict the most accurate values for w at other
g

points within the range (predicted values were not more than

.008% off the mesh produced value).

Equation IV.5, therefore, constitutes an accurate and

continuous expression for the geometric mean frequency.
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APPENDIX V

F.C.C. Cell Clusters

The f.c.c. lattice cell-clusters and their respective

combinatorial factors can be found by using the same

techniques which were used in compiling Table 2.I.Table

V.I results. The reader is reminded that ~ represents the

total number of pair correlations within a particular cluster

and that t identifies the configurations.

Again we consider only cell clusters of up to third order.

Z = 1 +cor

3 t m(Q,)
L: L:

Q,=l t=l

terms
t> + O(with Q,~4)

'IJ

V.I

where t (Q,) is the maximum value of t for a given Q,. With the
m

aid of Table V.l and the following definitions:

<Q > <Q
Q,

V.2(a)= >Q,,1 1 ,1

<Q > = <Q ><Q > V.2 (b)
3'2 1 , 1 2,2

<Q > = <Q ><Q > V.2(c)
3,3 1 ,1 2,3

<Q > = <Q > = <Q ><Q > V.2(d)
3,4 3,5 1 ,1 2,4
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equation V.l (up to third order terms) can be rearranged to

give:

6N
Z = (1 + <Q » + 6N{<Q > + 2<Q > + 8<Q >
cor 1,1 2,1 2,2 2,3

- 11<Q >2} + 6N{215<Q >3 - 34<Q ><Q > - 64<Q ><Q >
1,1 1,1 1,1 2,2 1,1 2,3

- 68<Q ><Q >
1 ,1 2,3

- 268<Q ><Q >
1,1 2,4

1 20
+ 6N L: g,

t=6 3 t

+ 36N2{<Q ><Q > + 2<Q ><Q > + 8<Q ><Q >
2,2 1,1 2'3 1,1 2,4 1,1

If we assume that Z can be written as:cor

V.3

Z = (1 + S
cor 1

+ S
2

Nz
2+ S . + ••• )

3
v.4

which can be expanded in a Taylor's series to third order, we

have:

Z
cor

+- - - V.5
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Rearranging equation V.5 leads to:

6N
Z = (1 + S) + 6N{S } + 6N{S
cor 1 2 3

terms
S S } + 9N2 {S S } + O(with 2~4)

2 1 1 2

v.6

A comparison of equations V.3 and v.6 gives:

s = <Q > V.7(a)
1 1 '1

S = <Q > + 2<Q > + 8<Q > 11<Q >2 V. 7 (b)
2 2,2 2,3 2,4 1 ,1

S =-204<Q >3 _ 33<Q ><Q > - 66<Q ><Q >
3 1 ,1 1 ,1 2,2 1 , 1 2,3

- 26o<Q ><Q
1 20

g <Q >> + 6N L: V.7(c)1 ,1 2,4 t=6 3,t 3,t

At r = r we thus have S = .0327956, S = .0071230, and
012

S = .0013148. These lead to second and third order approx
3

imations to Lh which are closer to the accurate value ofarm

1.0420126 than similar order approximations made using the

summation techniques of Huckaby and Salsburg12 . In the high

temperature region wh.ere our theory applies S becomes small
3

and positive so that the convergence of L
h

to third order is
arm

well behaved at volumes of interest.
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1

o
1.0 1.0125 1.025 1.0375 1.050

Graph V.l

R

Third order approximations to ~h •arm



Cluster Code r = 1.0125r
'~I..,t)

g r = r o 0
r =1.025ro r = 1.0375ro r = 1.05ro

Q1 ~l 6N 3.27956(-2) 3.09406(-7) 2.87824(-2) 2.62602(-2) 2.33085(-2)
Q ~!6N(6N - 23) 1.07555(-3) 9.57321(-4) 8.28429( ...4) 6.89596(-4) 5.43286( ...4)

2,1
Q 6N 3.45385(-3) 3.06027(-3) 2.62977(-3) 2.16390(-3) 1.66967(-3). 2,2

0'\ Q 12N 1.075549(-3) 9.58114(-4) 8.32064( ...4) 6.98979(-4) 5.62351(-4)00 2,3
Q 48N 1.66864(-3) 1.48248(-3) 1.28063(-3) 1.06464(-3) 8.38851(-4)

2,4
}!6N(6N-23) (6N-46)+234NQ 3.52732(-5) 2.96201(-5) 2.38442(-5) 1.81089(-5) 1.26632(-5)

3 ,1
Q 6N(6N-34) 1.132701(-4 ) 9.46865 (-5) 7.56911(-5) 5.68243(-5) 3.89174(-5)

3,2
Q 12N(6N-34) 3.52732(-5) 2.96446(-5) 2. 39489 C~5) 1.83553(-51 1.31076(-5)

3,3
2. 79575 C-51Q 24N(6N-34) 5.47238(-5 ) 4. 58690 C-5 ) 3.68597 C-51 1.95524(-51

3,4
Q 24N(6N-33) 5.47238(-5) 4.58690(-5) 3.68597(-5) 2.79575(-5) 1,.95524 (-5)

3,5
Q 6N 3. 73217(-41 3.1009_9-C~4 ) 2. 45862 ~4 I- 1.8239--6(-4 I 1. 22569-C~4L
3~6

Q 24N 1.13271(-4) 9.47401(-5 ) 7. 59181 C-51 5.73536(-52 3.98591(-51
3,7

Q 96N 1.77977(-4) 1.48374 (-4) 1.18265(-4 ) 8. 85305 C~51 6.04247l-51
3,8

Q 24N 3. 52732 (-5 ) 2.96949 (-51 2.41625 (-5) 1.88567(-51 1.40066 C-5)
3,9

Q 192N 5.47238(-5) 4.59072 (-51 3.70223(-5 ) 2.83395(.-51 2.02405(~5)
3,10

Q 96N 8.54320 (-5) 7. 21799 (-5 ) 5.86431C-51 4.51756(-5) 3.23053(-5)
3,11

Q 72N 8.54320 (-5) 7.07324 C-5) 5. 59992(-51 4.17248(-5) 2. 86030 C~5}a,12
96N 8.54320 (-51 7.16846(.-5)Q-:- 5.77073(-52 4.38989C-5) 3.08455(-51

3'13
Q 96N 8.54320(-5) 7.12020 (-5) 5.68260(.-51 4.27486(-51 2.96153(-5)

3,14
Q 48N 2.43860(...4) 2.02978(~4) 1. 61513 (-4 ) 1.20695C-4) 8.23529(-5)

3,15
Q 12N 1.13271(-4) 9.47937(-5) 7.61450(-5) 5.78830(-5) 4.08016(-5)

3,16
Q 96N 7.51973(-5) 6.29724(-5) 5.06895(-5) 3.87287( ...5) 2.76193( ...5)

3'17
Q 32N 5.56922( ...5) 1.98348(-5) 3.78847( ...5) 2.94206( ....5) 2.17122(-5)

3,18
Q 32N 1.37706(...4) 1.14894(-4) 9.17917(...5) 6.90888(-5) . 4.78000( ...5)

3,19
Q 8N ...2.49041(-3) -1.97590( ...3) -1.40833( ...3) -7.88204( ...4) ...1.23557(-4)

3,20

Table V.I

In the pictoral representations of clusters a dash between atoms
implies that they are nearest neighbours with uncorrelated motions.



Sa1sburg's

Results
Our Results

For r = r o r = r o r=1.0125r
o r=1.025ro r=1.0375ro

r=1.05r
o

S 3.27956(-2) 3.27956(-2) 3.09406(-2) 2.87824( ....2) 2.62602(-2) 2.33085(-2)
1

S 3.6699( .... 3) 7.1230(-3) 6.3057(-3) 5.4262(-3) 4.4934(-3) 3.5290(-3)
2

S 1.6155(-3) -1.3148(-3) -1.1189 C-31 -5.6253(-4) -6.5497(-5) 5.1982( ....4)
3

r l3 ) =1+8 +8 +8 I 1.038081 I 1.038604 1.036127 1.033646 1.030688 1.027357harm 1 2 3

Table V.2
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